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Name of Student: ____________________________________________________________________

Total Score:

0

Technical Content Score:

0

School Represented: _________________________________________________________________
SCORE

CONTENT
To what extent is the subject of interest to a technical audience? How much knowledge of
subject is exhibited? Is work independent and original? Is the subject technical or general in
nature?
Subject Matter:
General…….…............…Technical
Personal Contribution:
Library Research……..........……Independent Creative Project
Knowledge of Subject:
Limited……............…….Complete

0

Maximum 30 points
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0

5
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0

5
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ORGANIZATION
Does the poster show any novel approach to the subject? Is there sufficient background
information provided in order to introduce the viewer to the subject? Are the facts displayed in
logical and continuous sequence? Is there a definite conclusion, and was it adequately based on
the facts or data presented?
Introduction:
Is the subject matter of the poster obvious to the viewer?
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Maximum 30 points
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Continuity:
Are essential facts developed in a logical sequence
Conclusion:
Does the poster include a conclusion based on facts and the poster's main content?
CREATIVITY AND CLARITY
Are the visuals and text clear and of interest to the viewers and judges. Is proper English used,
and are the graphics and the text sufficient? Is appearance of the poster appropriate? Are there
any distracting items within the poster? Does the student's name and educational institution
appear in a prominent place on the poster? Is appropriate credit given for assistance by other
students or advisors?

0

Maximum 30 points

Appearance:
Are the visuals and text clear and of interest to the viewer? Is there any distracting or
inappropriate content in the poster?
Language and Graphics
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10

0

5

10

Is proper English used, and are the graphics and the text sufficient?
Recognition:
Does the student's name and educational institution appear in a prominent place on the poster?
Is appropriate credit given for assistance by other students or advisors?
TECHNICAL CONTENT
Maximum 10 points

Does the technical content of the poster support the subject matter, research, and stimulate the
curiosity of the viewer?
NOTES:

0

